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Abstract
Multi-target multi-camera tracking (MTMCT) systems
track targets across cameras. Due to the continuity of tar-
get trajectories, tracking systems usually restrict their data
association within a local neighborhood. In single camera
tracking, local neighborhood refers to consecutive frames;
in multi-camera tracking, it refers to neighboring cameras
that the target may appear successively. For similarity es-
timation, tracking systems often adopt appearance features
learned from the re-identification (re-ID) perspective. Dif-
ferent from tracking, re-ID usually does not have access to
the trajectory cues that can limit the search space to a lo-
cal neighborhood. Due to its global matching property, the
re-ID perspective requires to learn global appearance fea-
tures. We argue that the mismatch between the local match-
ing procedure in tracking and the global nature of re-ID ap-
pearance features may compromise MTMCT performance.
To fit the local matching procedure in MTMCT, in
this work, we introduce locality aware appearance met-
ric (LAAM). Specifically, we design an intra-camera met-
ric for single camera tracking, and an inter-camera metric
for multi-camera tracking. Both metrics are trained with
data pairs sampled from their corresponding local neigh-
borhoods, as opposed to global sampling in the re-ID per-
spective. We show that the locally learned metrics can be
successfully applied on top of several globally learned re-
ID features. With the proposed method, we report new state-
of-the-art performance on the DukeMTMC dataset, and a
substantial improvement on the CityFlow dataset.
1. Introduction
Multi-target multi-camera tracking (MTMCT) aims to
identify and locate all targets in a multi-camera system at
all times. In a closely related task, given a probe image, re-
identification (re-ID) systems search the gallery to retrieve
images of the same identity.
An MTMCT system is composed of several components,
including detection, similarity estimation, and data asso-
ciation. Based on similarity estimations, detected object
person re-identificationquery
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Figure 1: Difference between re-ID and MTMCT. Given a
query, re-ID searches the global gallery for true matches
from all cameras. In comparison, MTMCT matches within
a local neighborhood, in single camera tracking (SCT) and
multi-camera tracking (MCT). Specifically, in MCT, when
the target is in camera 2, we do not consider camera 3,
since targets never appear in these two cameras successively
(cameras may be too far away).
bounding boxes are associated in first single camera track-
ing (SCT), and then multi-camera tracking (MCT). Since
the targets, e.g., pedestrians, vehicles, have continuous tra-
jectories, most tracking systems only search the local neigh-
borhood for data association. For example, temporal slid-
ing window techniques are employed in many MTMCT sys-
tems [37, 36, 46]. In SCT, temporal sliding windows restrict
the local matching neighborhood to the consecutive frames
within a camera. In MCT, these windows restrict the local
matching neighborhood to the neighboring cameras that the
target may appear successively.
The appearance feature is a driving force in MTMCT.
Currently, the tracking community shares very similar ap-
pearance representations and deep learning architectures
with the re-ID community. That is, the feature is learned
globally from the entire train set, and then applied to both
SCT and MCT [37, 54].
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Figure 2: (A) A global metric learned from the entire train set considers all data. This metric is relatively robust but has a
slack decision boundary (errors often exist). (B) This paper proposes a locally learned metric. It has a tight decision boundary
and is more sensitive. In MTMCT, data association is usually within a local neighborhood, as opposed to global matching in
re-ID. So local metric learning suits better. The proposed locality aware appearance metric (LAAM) has (C) an intra-camera
metric for SCT and (D) an inter-camera metric for MCT. The former is learned on tracklet pairs within a time period in the
same camera. The latter is learned on tracklet pairs across neighboring cameras (that the target may appear successively).
However, MTMCT and re-ID have their differences.
First, Re-ID systems usually do not have access to trajecto-
ries, camera topology, and other spatial-temporal cues. Sec-
ond, SCT is a very important part of MTMCT. In contrast,
re-ID ignores candidates of the same camera as the probe in
its evaluation [55].
In this study, we further explore the third and most im-
portant difference: local matching in tracking versus global
matching in re-ID. As shown in Fig. 1, MTMCT only asso-
ciates data within within a local neighborhood (smaller ap-
pearance variances). Specifically, in SCT, only consecutive
frames within single camera video are searched. In MCT,
we match in a limited camera pool, as the search scope is
narrowed by temporal sliding windows. On the other hand,
given a query image, re-ID searches a global gallery cov-
ering all cameras (large appearance variances). This local
versus global difference is non-trivial. When applying the
re-ID features directly, the mismatch between local match-
ing in tracking and global re-ID appearance feature may
compromise the MTMCT performance.
In fact, we believe this local versus global mismatch is
the reason for the phenomenon Ristani et al. noticed. In
their work [37], it is found that high-performing re-ID fea-
tures do not necessarily lead to good MTMCT performance.
In fact, re-ID models learn to deal with all kinds of environ-
mental variances. However, in SCT, we only need to match
consecutive frames that have relatively small (compared to
cross-camera) appearance changes. In MCT, we still do not
need to consider all environmental variance. For example,
features for MCT do not need to be robust against viewpoint
variance and low-resolution simultaneously (Fig. 1), since
targets never appear in these cameras successively. In such
cases, a stronger re-ID appearance feature does not neces-
sarily lead to a higher MTMCT result.
To fit the local matching procedure in tracking, this pa-
per proposes a locality aware appearance metric (LAAM).
Specifically, for SCT, we sample training data pairs from
consecutive frames within a single camera. For MCT, the
training data pairs are selected from neighboring cameras
(that the target may appear successively). Using two sam-
pling strategies, we have an intra-camera metric for SCT
and an inter-camera metric for MCT (see Fig. 2).
We show that LAAM can effectively improve track-
ing accuracy on multiple datasets, including a pedes-
trian dataset, DukeMTMC [36], and a vehicle dataset,
CityFlow [44]. It can also be applied and on top of multiple
re-ID features, such as IDE [56], PCB [43] and the triplet
feature [21]. With a competitive tracker [37], we report the
state-of-the-art accuracy on the DukeMTMC dataset.
2. Related Work
Multi-object tracking in a single camera. In MTMCT,
the SCT step is inspired by multi-object tracking (MOT)
[27, 33, 28]. There are both online and offline meth-
ods. Online tracking methods should not use data from
the future time slots. They usually associate detections
to tracklets in a greedy manner [15, 9]. Offline methods
can benefit from future information. They usually formu-
late the problem as batch optimization, such as shortest
path [3, 13, 50, 9], bipartite graph [4, 5], and pairwise
terms [29, 49, 18, 53, 24, 25, 7, 10, 11, 12]. To reduce
computation complexity, some employ a hierarchical ap-
proach [24, 42, 41], or temporal sliding windows [38, 34, 9].
Cross-camera tracking in MTMCT. Cross-camera
tracking is a unique feature of MTMCT. [46, 32, 37, 52,
54, 23]. On the other hand, offline methods [37, 36, 46, 54]
usually employ batch optimization techniques for higher ac-
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Figure 3: MTMCT system overview. Given object bounding boxes, we first connect the bounding boxes into short but reliable
tracklets. Then, the tracklets are merged into single camera trajectories. Finally, single camera trajectories are associated
to form cross-camera tracks. The proposed LAAM includes an intra-camera metric and a inter-camera metric. Intra/inter
camera metrics are applied to generate single camera trajectories and cross-camera tracks, respectively.
curacy, which is similar to MOT trackers. Vehicle MTMCT
is also studied. In [45], Tang et al. use multiple cues to
accommodate the similar appearance, heavy occlusion, and
large viewing angle variation in vehicle tracking.
Re-ID features and its application in MTMCT. Re-
ID originated from cross-camera tracking [56]. Recently,
this area witnessed many competitive CNN structures be-
ing proposed [55, 43]. Loss functions and training tech-
niques are studied, such as the contrastive loss [48], triplet
loss [39, 8, 30] and hard negative mining [21]. Data
augmentation methods are explored to enrich the database
[1, 58]. The advancement in re-ID has been pushing for-
ward the state-of-the-art in MTMCT [37, 54, 23]. In [37],
Ristani et al. propose a global feature learning method to
improve the performance on both re-ID and MTMCT.
Metric learning for multi-camera tasks. Metric learn-
ing algorithm has been studied in re-ID [56]. Besides, met-
ric learning is also investigated in tracking to compute the
similarity between observations. Unlike predefined distance
metrics, these learned metrics can automatically adapt to a
specific scenario and yield higher accuracy [2]. For exam-
ple, Leal-Taixe´ et al. [26] train a Siamese network to aggre-
gate pixel values and optic flow. In [51], Xiang et al. jointly
learn a global feature representation and a distance metric
for multi-object tracking. In [47], Thoreau et al. learn a
Siamese network from re-ID datasets for similarity estima-
tion in online tracking.
Departing from existing works, this paper studies the in-
trinsic dissimilarities between MTMCT and re-ID. Instead
of directly learning a global feature representation/metric,
we investigate locality aware appearance metric (LAAM)
to meet the local matching in MTMCT data association.
3. MTMCT System Overview
Problem formulation. We follow the graph-based prob-
lem formulation introduced in [37]. We represent observa-
tions (bounding boxes, tracklets, trajectories) as nodes, and
the similarities between them as weighted edges in a graph
G = (V,E). For a pair of nodes i, j ∈ V ,wi,j ∈ E refers to
the estimated similarity between them, and xi,j ∈ {−1, 1}
indicates whether they are of the same identity. The opti-
mization problem is formulated as follows,
max
xi,j
∑
∀i,j∈V
xi,jwi,j ,
s.t. xi,j + xj,k ≤ 1 + xi,k,∀i, j, k ∈ V.
(1)
Eq. 1 maximizes intra-group similarity, minimizes inter-
group similarity, and enforces transitivity (two data should
be of same identity if both of them share identity with a
third data point). In fact, a better performing similarity esti-
mation wi,j will make this optimization problem easier, and
improve association accuracy.
Detection. For DukeMTMC dataset, we adopt the Open-
Pose [6] detector following [37]. For CityFlow dataset, we
use the SSD [31] detector provided by AI-City 2019 chal-
lenge [40].
Similarity estimation. In the baseline, given a pair of
CNN features fi and fj , their appearance similarity score
wi,j is computed as,
wi,j =
thres − d (fi,fj)
norm
, (2)
where d(·, ·) is a distance metric, and we simply employ
Euclidean distance here. thres = µn+µp2 , and norm =
µn−µp
2 . µp and µn denote the average feature distance of
the same and different identities, respectively.
Data association. Figure 3 depicts the overall data as-
sociation procedure. First, object bounding boxes are con-
nected into tracklets. Then, the tracklets are matched into
single camera trajectories. At last, the single camera trajec-
tories are associated to form cross-camera tracks.
For SCT, we use short temporal sliding window to as-
sociate tracklets. For MCT, much longer temporal sliding
window is used in data association, due to the long walking
time of targets across cameras.
4. Locality Aware Appearance Metric
As mentioned in Section 3, a good similarity estima-
tion substantially improves association accuracy. In this
section, we present a novel locality aware appearance met-
ric (LAAM) by focusing on the local neighboring samples.
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Figure 4: The proposed data sampling strategy for training the intra- and inter-camera metrics. Camera labels of the same
person are colored the same. A shorter data sampling window is used to sampled within one camera for the intra-camera
metric (A). On the other hand, inter-camera metric uses a longer data sampling window to sample positive data pairs from a
different camera, and negative pairs from random cameras (B).
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Figure 5: Structure of the metric network for LAAM. It
has three fully connected layers and a 2-dim softmax out-
put layer. The network t kes the absolute difference vector
between a pair of features as input and outputs the confi-
dence score of the input pair belonging to the same person.
Different form re-ID metric that aims at retrieving images
from a global gallery, the learned locality aware appear-
ance metric focuses on matching local neighboring candi-
dates, which better fits the local matching tasks in MTMCT.
LAAM is composed of a metric network (not our contri-
bution) and a novel data sampling strategy (main contribu-
tion). Descriptions are provided below.
4.1. Metric Network Structure
The metric network is used to compute similarity scores
between a pair of tracklets or trajectories, both of which are
generated by global average pooling bounding box features.
In our method, it replaces the Euclidean distance based sim-
ilarity estimation (Eq. 2).
As shown in Fig. 5, the network is a 3-layer perceptron
[17]. The hidden fully connected layers output a 128-dim
vector followed by ReLU activation. Given a pair of fea-
tures fi and fj , their absolute difference f = |fi − fj | is
used as the network input. The output of the metric net-
work is a 2-dim softmaxed vector, denoted as x = (x0, x1).
x0 and x1 encode the possibility of the input pair being of
different identities or the same identity, respectively.
During training, the re-ID feature extractor is fixed, and
only the metric network is updated. The metric network
is trained as a classification problem using a cross-entropy
loss function. During testing, we exert a scaling factor of
0.1 onto the softmax layer, to prevent the appearance sim-
ilarity score from overshadowing other cues, e.g., spatial-
temporal cues. The similarity score for the proposed metric
is computed by,
w = x1 − x0. (3)
This similarity value should be positive if the data pair be-
longs to the same identity, and negative if otherwise.
4.2. Intra-Camera Metric and Inter-Camera Metric
LAAM has an intra-camera metric and an inter-camera
metric, for SCT and MCT, respectively (Fig. 2). Both of the
m trics are trained with local neighboring data pairs. Sim-
ilar to data association, we find that temporal windows can
effectively find the corresponding local neighborhood intra-
camera or inter-camera. Hence, we use temporal windows
for sampling training data pairs in the proposed LAAM.
Intra-camera metric. For data associations in SCT, we
train an intra-camera metric to provide similarity estimation
between tracklets. The metric network takes tracklet fea-
tures as input for both training and testing. During training,
the tracklet features are computed on ground truth images,
while during testing, the tracklet features are computed on
pedestrian detections.
In training, we sample local neighboring data pairs
within a small temporal duration of τS from the target cam-
era. As shown in Fig. 4, for every tracklet (yellow box) and
the corresponding feature fi, we first randomly select data
pair being of the same identity or not. These same iden-
tity data pairs and different identity data pairs are denoted
as positive pairs and negative pairs, respectively. Note that
the positive/negative pairs are generated with a 1 : 1 ratio
for data balance. We then choose the corresponding tracklet
feature fj for the positive/negative pair. For positive pairs,
we sample a tracklet (green box) that belongs to the same
identity n as the first tracklet, within the τS-sized window.
For negative pairs, we sample a tracklet (red box) that be-
longs to a different identity, within the same data sampling
window. Either way, we end up with a tracklet feature pair
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Figure 6: Matching error comparison between the global
metric and the proposed LAAM. We report false positive
rate and false negative rate on the validation set.
fi and fj . At last, we feed the absolute difference vector
f = |fi − fj | into the metric network as input.
Inter-camera metric. For data association in MCT, we
train an inter-camera metric to provide similarity estima-
tion between single camera trajectories. The metric net-
work takes tracklet/trajectory features as input for training
and testing, respectively. During training, we use tracklet
features instead of trajectory features, due to the scarcity
of single camera trajectories. Same as intra-camera metric,
tracklet features for training are computed on ground truth
images. During testing, trajectory features are computed on
pedestrian detections.
The construction of cross-camera data pairs is very sim-
ilar to that of within-camera data pairs, except for the fol-
lowing differences. First, the data pair is chosen within a
τM -frame-long data sampling window across cameras. This
cross-camera sampling window length τM is usually bigger
than the within-camera sampling window length τS . Sec-
ond, the positive/negative data pair sampling mechanism
is different. For positive data pairs, we sample a tracklet
(green box) that belongs to the same identity n as the first
tracklet within the τM -sized window, and we require the
positive tracklet to be sampled from a different camera. For
negative data pairs, we sample a tracklet (red box) that be-
longs to different identities, from a random camera within
the temporal sampling window τM .
4.3. Discussion
Comparison between data sampling windows and
temporal sliding windows. Data sampling windows and
temporal sliding windows share some similarities. Both of
them are used to restrict the data pool to its local neigh-
borhood. However, there are a major difference. Temporal
sliding windows are used in data association. In contrast,
data sampling windows are used in data sampling to train
the locality aware appearance metric (LAAM).
Data sampling window lengths. The lengths of the data
sampling window in LAAM are different for intra-camera
metric and inter-camera metric. The window length τS for
within-camera data sampling is similar to the average tra-
jectory duration. On the other hand, window length τM for
cross-camera data sampling should be long enough to cover
local neighboring trajectories of the same identity in differ-
ent cameras. The influence of sampling window length on
LAAM training are shown in Fig. 7.
Comparison between global metric and LAAM. We
validate LAAM through statistics comparisons. The match-
ing errors during SCT and MCT are shown in Fig. 6. We
use the intra-camera metric for SCT and inter-camera met-
ric for MCT. Using the proposed method, the false positive
rate is significantly lower than the global metric, while the
false negative rate remains very similar.
Extreme cases. First, when the video frame rate is ex-
tremely low, unless they are returning, each target will only
appear in one camera once. Under the circumstances, SCT
will be completely removed, and thus the intra-camera met-
ric will be obsolete. However, since the trajectory continu-
ity still holds and the topology does not change, the local-
ity in MCT will not be influenced. Thus, the inter-camera
metric is still useful. Second, when the scenario is in open
topology, targets travel to all cameras at the same probabil-
ity. This time, the inter-camera metric will fall back to the
global metric. However, the SCT data association is still
local, and thus the intra-camera metric is useful.
5. Experiment
5.1. Dataset and Evaluation Protocol
Dataset. This paper uses the DukeMTMC dataset [36]
and CityFlow dataset [44] to evaluate the proposed met-
ric. DukeMTMC is a pedestrian tracking dataset. It con-
tains 1080p 60fps videos from 8 cameras on a school cam-
pus. CityFlow is a vehicle tracking dataset. It has a low
frame rate (10fps), severe occlusion, and fast-moving ve-
hicles from 40 cameras, spanning over 2km. For simplic-
ity, if not mentioned, we refer to the “validation set”, “test
(easy)”, and “test (hard)” as that of the DukeMTMC dataset.
We also use the DukeMTMC-reID [57] and Market-1501
[55] datasets to evaluate re-ID appearance features.
Training and validation sets for DukeMTMC. In the
DukeMTMC experiment, we use the first 40 minutes of the
ground truth as the train set and the remaining 10 minutes as
the validation set. For both the validation and online testing,
we only use the train on the train set.
Evaluation protocol. For MTMCT, following [36], we
use IDF1, IDP, and IDR as evaluation metrics. Note that
CityFlow only evaluates MCT. For both DukeMTMC and
CityFlow datasets, we evaluate on their online test set. For
re-ID evaluation, we adopt the rank-1 accuracy and mean
average precision (mAP) [55] evaluation protocol.
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Method/variant SCT similarity MCT similarity
“Baseline” Euclidean distance based Euclidean distance based
“Global metric” Global metric Global metric
“intra/global” Intra-camera metric Global metric
“global/inter” Global metric Inter-camera metric
“intra/intra” Intra-camera metric Intra-camera metric
“inter/inter” Inter-camera metric Inter-camera metric
‘inter/intra” Inter-camera metric Intra-camera metric
“intra/inter” (ours) Intra-camera metric Inter-camera met
Table 1: Methods/variants compared in our experiment.
5.2. Implementation Details
Re-ID features. On DukeMTMC, we use three glob-
ally learned re-ID features, namely, the ID-discriminative
embedding (IDE) [55], the triplet feature [21], and the part-
based convolutional baseline (PCB) [43]. To train the three
networks, we use the following settings. The input image is
resized to 384× 128. Random erasing [58] is employed for
data augmentation. We use 160 of the ground truth images
(1 frame every second) as training data for faster conver-
gence. In fact, training re-ID features with fewer frames 1)
enables fast convergence and 2) does not lead to accuracy
drop. We use ResNet-50 [20] pre-trained on ImageNet [14]
as the backbone for the three models.
On CityFlow, we use a DenseNet-121 [22] based re-ID
feature with softmax and triplet loss. We train on the pro-
vided vehicle re-ID dataset for CityFlow.
Baseline MTMCT tracker. Our baseline is developed
from DeepCC [37], with the one modification. We allow a
target returning to the same camera. This also helps rec-
ognize a target after long-time occlusion, which is diffi-
cult for SCT with a short temporal sliding window. On
DukeMTMC, each tracklet has 40 frames. The temporal
sliding window lengths for SCT and MCT are 150 frames
and 6, 000 frames, respectively. On CityFlow, we set the
tracklet length to 10 frames. Temporal sliding windows for
SCT and MCT are set to 500-frame-long and 2400-frame-
long, respectively. µp and µn are calculated from the train
set in both datasets.
Metric learning settings. The proposed locality aware
appearance metric is trained with tracklet features, average
pooled from ground truth image re-ID features. The learn-
ing rate is set to 1 × 10−4 for the first 30 epochs, and then
decays to 0.1× for the last 10 epochs. The batch size is
set to 64. We use the cross-entropy loss to train the met-
ric network. On DukeMTMC, within-camera data sampling
window length τS is 600 frames, whereas cross-camera data
sampling window length τM is 2, 400 frames. On CityFlow,
we set τS = 30 and τM = 500.
Method variants and notations. In Table 1, we present
some descriptions and notations of the methods to be evalu-
ated in the experiment. The baseline uses the Euclidean dis-
tance for similarity estimation (Eq. 2). Similarity estimation
in all the other variants is calculated as Eq. 3. The global
Features DukeMTMC-reID Market-1501rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP
DeepCC [37] 79.8 63.4 89.5 75.7
MTMC ReID [54] 81.9 N/A 93.9 N/A
TAREIDMTMC [23] 81.6 72.3 87.2 76.4
IDE 79.7 62.9 87.6 72.2
Triplet 81.3 66.4 89.3 76.3
PCB 82.9 68.6 92.0 78.2
Table 2: Rank-1 accuracy (%) and mAP (%) of re-ID fea-
tures on the Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets.
The three features (IDE, Triplet and PCB) we use in this
paper have competitive accuracy in re-ID.
metric also adopts the structure in Fig. 5. “intra/inter” is the
proposed full system.
5.3. Evaluation of Re-ID Features
The performance of re-ID features used in existing
MTMCT works and in our paper is summarized in Table 2.
First, we find the accuracy of IDE is on par with the triplet
feature and is lower than PCB. It is consistent with the ob-
servation in [43]. Second, comparing with the re-ID de-
scriptors used in previous works, our feature extractors are
competitive on both the DukeMTMC-reID [57] and Market-
1501 [55] datasets. For example, on Market-1501, the rank-
1 accuracy is 92.0% for PCB, which is consistent with the
reports in [43] and is close to the accuracy in [54]. We fur-
ther assess their influence on LAAM in Table 3. In the fol-
lowing experiment, if not specified, we use IDE as the de-
fault pedestrian descriptor due to its good accuracy and easy
implementation.
5.4. Evaluation of the Proposed Method
In this section, we summarize the results obtained by the
proposed LAAM and compare it with its variants and the
state-of-the-art methods.
Improvement over the baseline tracker and global
metric learning. We first compare our method against
baseline and global metric. Results are shown in Table 3,
Table 4, and Table Table 5. We have two observations.
First, the global metric learning does not improve over
the baseline. For example, on the validation set, compared
with the Euclidean distance based baseline, applying global
metric on IDE feature changes the IDF1 by -0.5% in SCT
and by +0.2% in MCT. Under the same setting, on the easy
test set, IDF1 accuracy of the global metric is equal to
the baseline in SCT and is +0.3% higher in MCT. On the
CityFlow dataset, global metric improves the MCT IDF1
by +0.5%. These results indicate that global metric learn-
ing does not bring significant benefits. This is because both
the baseline and global metric are trained on the global train
set, so their discriminative abilities are very close.
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Variant
Validation set IDF1 results
IDE triplet PCB
SCT MCT SCT MCT SCT MCT
Baseline 86.4 81.4 86.2 80.9 85.8 80.6
Global metric 85.9 81.6 84.1 79.7 87.4 81.6
LAAM (intra/global) 87.8 83.1 87.6 83.9 87.1 82.4
LAAM (global/inter) 86.0 81.6 84.5 79.9 87.9 82.5
LAAM (intra/intra) 87.8 83.4 87.8 84.2 87.7 82.4
LAAM (inter/inter) 86.9 82.5 87.4 83.9 87.5 82.5
LAAM (inter/intra) 86.3 81.6 85.6 82.1 87.5 82.1
LAAM (intra/inter) 87.9 83.8 87.9 84.5 87.7 82.9
Table 3: IDF1 accuracy on the DukeMTMC validation set.
Three re-ID features are evaluated under various methods.
Second, the full LAAM method brings a consistent and
non-trivial improvement over the baseline and global met-
ric. On the validation set, for example, the full method
“LAAM (intra/inter)” has a +2.4% IDF1 improvement over
the baseline on the MCT task using IDE as the feature. On
test (hard), our method using IDE excels the baseline by
+6.9% in terms of IDF1, a significant improvement. On
CityFlow, the proposed method improves MCT IDF1 by
+6.4%. It demonstrates the effectiveness and general-
ization ability of our full method in terms of its ability in
improving baseline accuracy, thus validating the proposed
metric to some extent.
Impact of different re-ID features. Tracking accuracy
based on different re-ID features is summarized in Table 3.
Under both the SCT and MCT task, we find that the track-
ing performance of IDE, the triplet feature, and PCB is sim-
ilar. This finding is consistent with a previous report [37]:
improvement in re-ID accuracy can have a diminishing im-
provement on the MTMCT system. The main reason is that
the appearance variation in tracking is much smaller than
that in re-ID. For example, in MCT, the gallery in a tem-
poral sliding window might have dozens of images, while
that in re-ID has over 10k images. With a much smaller
gallery, there is less requirement on feature’s discriminative
ability, and PCB would have a similar matching accuracy
with IDE. Moreover, MTMCT also has several other com-
ponents besides feature-based matching. Imperfectness in
these components reduces the improvement brought about
by the re-ID features.
Comparison with variants and ablation study. We re-
place the intra-camera metric with the global metric or the
inter-camera metric; we also replace the inter-camera metric
with the global metric or the intra-camera metric. Results
are shown in Table 3 and Table 5.
First, we show both metrics are necessary. In Table 3,
when replacing intra-camera metric with the global metric,
IDF1 based on the IDE feature drops by 1.9% and 2.2%
on SCT and MCT, respectively. A similar but smaller ac-
curacy drop can be observed when the inter-camera metric
is replaced with the global metric. The drop is consistent
Variant
CityFlow test set MCT results
IDF1 IDP IDR
Baseline 56.6 53.3 60.7
Global metric 57.1 54.4 60.7
LAAM (intra/inter) 63.0 60.7 66.0
Table 4: CityFlow online test set results. Note that CityFlow
dataset only evaluate multi-camera tracking. The proposed
method yields substantial accuracy increase.
when using different re-ID features. These results show that
both the intra-camera and inter-camera metrics are neces-
sary components in our system.
Second, from the ablation studies, the removal of the
intra-camera metric causes a larger accuracy drop. The pos-
sible reason might be the variance gap between local data
association in tracking and global matching in re-ID is big-
ger in SCT and smaller in MCT. Within a single camera, ap-
pearance variance of a target is very small. Between neigh-
boring camera pairs, the appearance has a larger variance
(still smaller than global). In a global sense, the appearance
changes are the largest. Since there is a largest gap between
SCT (local) and re-ID (global) matching, the intra-camera
metric has a larger improvement.
Third, we show that the two metrics are not interchange-
able. In Table 3, when we replace the intra-camera metric
with the inter-camera metric, as in “LAAM (inter/inter)”,
IDF1s drop by 1.0 and 1.3% on the validation set SCT and
MCT. Reversely, when we compare the full method with
“LAAM (intra/intra)”, SCT and MCT IDF1s drop by 0.1%
and 0.4%, respectively. When we swap intra-camera metric
and inter-camera metric, IDF1s drop by 1.6% on SCT and
2.2% on MCT. These drops are consistent with different re-
ID features. This suggests that the two metrics work best
on SCT and MCT, respectively. This is consistent with their
respective data sampling methods (Section 4.2).
Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods. In Ta-
ble 5, we compare our method using the IDE features with
state-of-the-art methods. We have two observations. First,
baseline tracker is very competitive. The baseline itself sur-
passes many existing methods like [37, 54]. This demon-
strates the effectiveness of our modified tracker and re-ID
feature. Second, LAAM further improves over the compet-
itive baseline tracker and achieves new state-of-the-art ac-
curacy on both the easy and hard test sets. On the easy test
set, we obtain 92.5% and 88.6% in IDF1 on SCT and
MCT, respectively. These numbers are +2.7% and 5.4%
higher than the second-best results [54]. On the hard test
set, our IDF1 scores are 85.8% and 82.3% on SCT and
MCT, respectively. This is +4.6% and +8.3% higher than
the second-best method [54]. These comparisons indicate
that our method is particularly advantageous in MCT and
the challenging scenarios.
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test (easy) test (hard)
SCT MCT SCT MCT
IDF1 IDP IDR IDF1 IDP IDR IDF1 IDP IDR IDF1 IDP IDR
BIPCC∗ [36] DPM [16] 70.1 83.6 60.4 56.2 67.0 48.4 64.5 81.2 53.5 47.3 59.6 39.2
MTMC CDSC [46] DPM 77.0 87.6 68.6 60.0 68.3 53.5 65.5 81.4 54.7 50.9 63.2 42.6
MYTRACKER∗ [52] DPM 80.3 87.3 74.4 65.4 71.1 60.6 63.5 73.9 55.6 50.1 58.3 43.9
MTMC ReIDp [54] DPM 79.2 89.9 70.7 74.4 84.4 66.4 71.6 85.3 61.7 65.6 78.1 56.5
TAREIDMTMC∗ [23] Mask R-CNN [19] 83.8 87.6 80.4 68.8 71.8 66.0 77.9 86.6 70.7 61.2 68.0 55.5
DeepCC [37] OpenPose [6] 89.2 91.7 86.7 82.0 84.4 79.8 79.0 87.4 72.0 68.5 75.9 62.4
MTMC ReID [54] Faster R-CNN [35] 89.8 92.0 87.7 83.2 85.2 81.2 81.2 89.4 74.5 74.0 81.4 67.8
Baseline
OpenPose
91.3 91.8 90.9 87.4 87.8 87.0 83.7 88.8 79.1 75.4 80.0 71.3
Global metric 91.3 92.2 90.4 87.7 88.6 86.8 82.7 89.2 77.1 76.2 82.2 71.0
LAAM (intra/inter) 92.5 93.0 92.0 88.6 89.0 88.1 85.8 91.1 81.1 82.3 87.4 77.8
Table 5: DukeMTMC online test set results. Methods with ∗ are online tracking methods. “LAAM (intra/inter)” refers to the
proposed method. On both the easy and hard test sets, our method yields very competitive accuracy.
(%)
window length (frames)
SCT IDF1 results
intra/inter
intra/global
global metric
(%)
window length (frames)
MCT IDF1 results
intra/inter
global/inter
global metric
Figure 7: Influence of data sampling window length of
LAAM on SCT and MCT. The dashed line is the accuracy
of the global metric. IDF1 on the validation set is reported.
Parameter analysis. We assess the impact of data sam-
pling window lengths in Fig. 7 as key parameter analy-
sis. A short sampling window may significantly reduce the
choices of training pairs, leaving the metric more prone to
overfitting. On the other hand, a long sampling window no
longer underpins locality. From the results, the best within-
camera and cross-camera sampling window sizes are 600
and 2, 400, respectively.
We observe two other phenomena worth noticing. First,
from Fig. 7, the inter-camera metric designed for MCT im-
proves SCT as well. In fact, our tracker allows returning
targets, so correctly labeling of these returning targets im-
proves SCT accuracy. Second, from Fig. 7, the inter-camera
metric is inferior to the global metric under short windows.
This is because when the cross-camera sampling window
is shorter than the camera transition time, there will not be
sufficient cross-camera training samples.
Computation complexity. The metric network takes 20
minutes to train on a server with a GTX 1080ti GPU. Dur-
ing testing, the CNN features are extracted with GPU, and
the tracker including the metric similarity score is computed
on the 3.2Ghz Intel Xeon CPU. In fact, frequently calling
GPU for the 3-layer metric network takes more time. In
testing, creating tracklets takes 912 seconds. Computing
single camera trajectories take 447 seconds and 520 sec-
onds in the baseline and LAAM, respectively. Computing
cross-camera tracks take 105 seconds in both the baseline
and our method. Overall, baseline spends 1,464 seconds in
testing, whereas LAAM spends 1,537 seconds. Our method
causes 5% more testing time, which is acceptable.
In MTMCT, better similarity estimation usually makes
data association easier. Therefore, although LAAM con-
sumes more time in similarity estimation, it saves time
in data association by providing more accurate similarity
scores. In SCT, data association is relatively easy, and most
of the time is spent in similarity computation. In MCT, data
association is more difficult and dominates the computation
time. As a result, compared with the baseline, our method
is slower in SCT and spends a similar time on MCT.
6. Conclusion
This paper draws novel insights towards the inherent dif-
ferences between re-ID and MTMCT. That is, re-ID is a
global matching problem, while MTMCT is based on local
matching. This difference compromises the effectiveness of
directly applying global re-ID appearance features in local
matching of MTMCT. This paper investigates how to ef-
fectively fit global appearance features into local matching
in tracking. To this end, we propose the locality aware ap-
pearance metric (LAAM), which uses a novel training data
sampling strategy. Given globally learned re-ID features,
pairs of training data are sampled from their local neigh-
borhood. For single camera tracking (SCT), local neighbor-
hood refers to the consecutive frames within a single cam-
era; for multi-camera tracking (MCT), it refers to neighbor-
ing cameras that a target may appear successively. On two
MTMCT datasets, we show that LAAM leads to significant
improvements over the baseline, and report new state-of-
the-art tracking accuracy on DukeMTMC.
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